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Pat The Bunny Touch And Feel Book
Teachers use Word Ladders to teach and reinforce letter patterns and rhyming, through writing and repetition. This document
contains 53 word ladders, as well as word riddles and questions for each word ladder to help strengthen vocabulary development.
The riddles and questions encourage children to think about the meaning of the words, as they use them in learning to read. The
word ladders will help children eliminate phonetic frustration, and help build their phonics skills, spelling confidence and self
esteem. Mrs. Karle's Sight and Sound Reading Program(tm) offers FREE resources to help teach, strengthen and reinforce
reading skills. Mrs. Karle's Sight and Sound Reading Program(tm) creatively teaches the 250 basic sight words -the words found in
80% of what children read - along with teaching and reinforcing of PHONICS, spelling, punctuation and comprehension. Visit:
http://www.sightandsoundreading.com
It is late when Little Bunny leaves his friend Dusty's house and he becomes afraid when he sees something moving in the dark
forest. Includes lift-up-flaps.
While at the zoo Pat the Bunny pets the animals, from a wrinkly elephant to a feathery parrot. On board pages.
A mash-up parody of Pat the Bunny infuses zombie images and motifs into the once-docile children's classic. Original.
The original classic touch and feel book that has been entertaining babies for over 60 years.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of animals, including puppies, elephants, starfish, and snails. On board pages.
This charming cloth book is perfect for your littlest ones! Features bright colors help to develop children's sensory awareness, as
well as rhyming text helps kids improve their listening skills.
It’s loving bunny hugs all around! Mommy Bunny loves Little Bunny because he’s so cute, but there are lots of other reasons, too.
Come and find out what they are and you are sure to be touched by the tenderness of an unbreakable bond. Cuddle up together
and enjoy this adorable tale at storytime.
This collection of animal stories contains three new stories, Poppet, The Septopus and The Spelling Bee as well as ten other previously
published stories including The Topsy-Turvy Storybook and Super Triffic Pigs.
In three books that include liftable flaps, textured insets, holes, and embedded objects, children pet animals and look at and touch various
objects in their environment.
Two rabbits made with a pencil and scissors become real after eating a real carrot.
Simple words and phrases describe pictures that contain tactile elements that stimulate the reader to touch grass, raindrops, a soft blanket,
and more.
The classic companion to Goodnight Moon - Everyone?s favorite little rabbit is back, exploring the boundaries of "Your world. My world." My
spoon. Daddy?s spoon. "The moon belongs To the man in the moon." Ages 1-4
Get ready to touch and exploret! Beginning readers can ruffle a canary's feathers, pet a puppy's soft fur, and even feel the smooth shell of a
turtle. A wonderful addition to the growing library of Touch and Explore™ books!
After his bath, the little fur child sets out to investigate the other creatures of the wild wood.
In a parody of touch-and-feel books, young readers are invited to join two mischievous children in tormenting their unusual pet, Beastie.
Interactive elements allow children to touch and feel their way through Bunny's Christmas celebration.
At head of title: Nickelodeon Blaze and the monster machines.
Read and play along with this rhyming story about a bunny, its bird friends, and Easter eggs! Filled with colorful spring illustrations and
featuring a fun finger puppet toy built into the book, this board book encourages interactive play, hand-eye coordination, and language
development in your little one. Babies and toddlers learn best when they are playing, especially when their grown-ups share in the fun!
Collect the entire series in the Finger Puppet Collection! This rhyming story entertains while teaching language patterns The adorable bunny
finger puppet encourages interactive play between little ones and their grown ups Soft plush and a rhyming story combine to provide both
tactile and verbal learning opportunities Practice hand-eye coordination while enjoying together time A must-have addition to Easter baskets
and gifts!
Readers may finish sentences by saying what they "spy" in pictures of a visit to the zoo.
Little Rabbit is the smallest in his family, and sometimes he thinks no one notices him: everyone is just too busy. Then one day he decides
he's had enough and hops away to find a new family. But Little Rabbit soon realises there's only one family where he truly belongs - his own!
Meet babies from around the world in this bilingual (Spanish/English), best-selling celebration of global heritage! First in the Global Babies
series. From Guatemala to Bhutan, seventeen vibrantly colored photographs embrace our global diversity and give glimpses into the daily
life, traditions, and clothing of babies from around the world. Simple text in Spanish and English teaches the littlest readers that everywhere
on earth, babies are special and loved. A perfect baby shower gift or first book for the toddler in your life. Babies love to look at babies and
this bright collection of photos is a ticket to an around-the-world journey. Part of the proceeds from this book’s sales will be donated to the
Global Fund for Children to support innovative community-based organizations that serve the world’s most vulnerable children and youth.
This preschool sticker workbook for ages 3-5 is a playful, interactive way to learn about colors and shapes. It includes 225+ full-color stickers
that are used to complete Hidden Pictures puzzles and other activities. Highlights knows that the best way to inspire kids to learn about colors
and shapes is to make learning fun--and what's more fun than stickers? Kids will love practicing their colors and shapes in this book with 6
pages of full-color stickers and 64 pages of fun activities. Our award-winning content is teacher-approved. Its combination of geometric
shape- and color-identification, writing skills, puzzles, humor, and playful art will excite learners and help with school readiness and success.
Roger Priddy’s Big Board First 100 Words is a perfect children’s book offering simple everyday words for infants and toddlers to develop
their vocabulary. Featuring 100 beautiful color photographs, this tough board book introduces words and phrases of animals, toys, vehicles,
and items used for mealtimes, bathtimes, and bedtimes that are ideal for children aged 2 and up to learn how to read and identify objects.

A beautiful and poignant celebration of the birth—and worth—of every child. Now in board book format!
WHEN THE BAD BOY ROCK STAR RIDES INTO TOWN . . . Kathy Carter has seen many things in her small-town instrument
repair shop. But never has a dangerously hot, world-famous rock star pulled up on his motorcycle, needing his guitar fixed. Kathy's
not surprised to find he's endlessly sexy, with a voice that would make any woman's heart melt. What she doesn't expect: he
wants her bad. Neil meets a lot of women who would do anything to be with him. Sweet, beautiful Kathy is nothing like them. She
doesn't care about fame, and that's why he can't keep his mind-or his hands-off her. Yet once things start getting hot, Kathy pulls
away. Soon Neil realizes that it's more than his life in the limelight that scares her. When the ghosts of the past make a guest
appearance, Neil and Kathy must decide if what they have is forever, or if Neil is still a solo act . . . From the author of the beloved
classic romance The Windflower, available for the first time as an ebook.
An adorable interactive tale from the pat the bunny collection.
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Enjoy a spring-themed story with a cute bunny finger puppet included.
Young readers may touch various surfaces on kittens that are not the one someone is looking for, until at last the right one
appears. On board pages.
In this funny, charming, and oh-so-relatable picture book, meet a young bunny named Lawrence who is determined to decide what
he wears--or doesn't wear. Ever since he was a tiny bunny, Lawrence's mother has dressed him up in all the most fashionable
clothes--the brightest colors and the most interesting styles. Lawrence wears homemade sweater suits. And inflatible helium
balloon pants. The only problem? Lawrence hates wearing clothes and longs to hop naked through the fields--just like all the other
bunnies. So Lawrence comes up with an ingenious plan to turn the tables on his mother. Ultimately, the mother-son duo devise a
way to put their considerable creative talents to use, in a way that makes both of them happy. In this picture book that's perfect for
Easter and year round, kids will laugh out loud at (and understand!) Lawrence's quest for independence, just as parents will
identify with how hard it is to let go of your one-and-only special bunny....
The beloved story of the Velveteen Rabbit, the toy rabbit made real by the love of a boy, is now available in a beautiful, padded,
oversized board book format featuring Charles Santore’s award-winning illustrations. Originally published in 1922, The Velveteen
Rabbit is a treasured classic that has warmed many hearts for decades. The same magnificent artwork as in the hardcover classic
edition has been faithfully reproduced on sturdy board stock that will withstand repeated reading and handling…and the padded
cover is perfect for toddler-sized hands! This stunning, oversized, padded board book will bring smiles to faces young and old for
years to come!
This book and plush set is a wonderful gift for parent and child that extends the interactive experience with a soft cuddly plush.
This wipe-clean workbook for ages 5-7 is a playful way to practice early math skills--combining math practice with Hidden Pictures
puzzles and humor in a convenient reusable format. Building math confidence is important for school success, and kids will love
learning and practicing math with this teacher-approved, 56-page, full-color, write-on wipe-off book with included dry-erase marker.
Highlights' award-winning content blends essential curriculum-based math practice with puzzles, mazes, and other activities to
make learning exciting and fun. This book, created with education experts, covers counting to 50, skip counting, basic addition and
subtraction, size comparisons, data sorting, shape identification, and more.
Rhyming text introduces letters of the alphabet, pairing each letter with a textured illustration of an object, action, or concept that
begins with that letter. On board pages.
Dorothy Kunhardt’s Pat the Bunny is a children’s classic, with millions of copies sold. It’s inspired numerous spin-offs for both
kids and adults—but none as wickedly amusing as this clever interactive book! Every wife, girlfriend, and woman who hopes to be
one will treasure it, and have endless fun playing with the lift-the-flap, touch-and-feel, pull tabs, and other highly designed
elements. It slyly questions who wears the pants in the family, and lets women humor their men by removing the Velcro pants from
the female figure and putting it on the male. Or, eager to have hubby say yes to your request? Then just use the tab to make his
head nod! Since all men are really little boys at heart, what better way to celebrate (okay—roast) their peccadilloes than with a kids’
book format? Pat the Husband takes amusing aim at the oddities of guys everywhere, making it the perfect gift from girlfriend to
girlfriend, as well as for bridal showers and anniversaries. Every wife will recognize the humor in the quirky characteristics played
out about “husbands everywhere”—and find a reason every day to sneak a peek and pat!
"A visual stunner....The format is wonderfully inventive--once the traveler arrives in the city, the book is flipped over and read back
to the beginning, with the black-and-white pictures taking on new meanings....Sure to delight and fascinate."--Publishers Weekly.
Children ages 0-4 can join Paul, Judy, and Bunny as they have fun helping Mummy and Daddy in this first-ever Little Golden Book
based on the children's classic pat the bunny!
Children will love to move the plush Bunny from page to page as the Bunny gets ready for bed. Read how the Bunny puts the toys
away, has a yummy snack, and pulls up the covers to go to sleep ...
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